
Wednesday 01.07.20

Good morning! Today is the first 'rest' day where we have 

no year 5 children in school (apart from the key workers) 

so we hope you enjoyed your lie in! Now you're up there's 

work to be done however!

Don’t forget you can still go on my maths and time stables 

rock stars – we won't be setting these as tasks anymore as 

those in school don't have access to the I-pads, but still feel 

free to look at any outstanding tasks that we know a lot of 

you have!



Reading - The Sun

01.07.20

Read The Sun comprehension activity.

Answer the questions in your book.

* = easy
** = medium-ish difficulty

*** = trickier

We would like you to try the *** one – so scroll down until you find the text with *** at the bottom.

Then answer the questions with *** at the bottom.

Finally – find the answers with *** - no peeking beforehand though!



Spelling, Punctuation and Grammar 01.07.20

Use spellingframe to practise your spellings for this week – play the games!

Spelling rule: 55: Word list years 5 and 6 – conv to -en.

embarrass environment convenience correspond criticise curiosity

definite desperate determined develop dictionary disastrous

Or follow the link:
https://spellingframe.co.uk/spelling-rule/55/55-Word-list-years-5-and-6---conv--to-en-

https://spellingframe.co.uk/spelling-rule/55/55-Word-list-years-5-and-6---conv--to-en-


Spelling, Punctuation and Grammar 01.07.20

Thanks to Twinkl for the 
resource.

Fronted adverbials (and using commas after them!) seems to be a bit of an 

issue … so let’s do some revision!

Watch this: https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/topics/zwwp8mn/articles/zp937p3

And this https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Lk-_LIc3dWA

https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/topics/zwwp8mn/articles/zp937p3
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Lk-_LIc3dWA


Spelling, Punctuation and Grammar 01.07.20

Thanks to Twinkl for the 
resource.

Identify the adverbials in the following sentence:

1. Aragorn class won TTRS last week.

2. I chopped the onions carefully, but they still made me cry!

3. Pippin, Mrs Turtle’s cat, stealthily sneaks onto the counter top in the 

kitchen.

4. Pippin has been caught stealing food nearly every day.

5. The loud thunder made the terrified dog scramble under the stairs.

Challenge – are the adverbials describing how, when, why or how much?



Spelling, Punctuation and Grammar 01.07.20

Thanks to Twinkl for the 
resource.

Identify the adverbials in the following sentence:

1. Aragorn class won TTRS last week.   (WHEN)

2. I chopped the onions carefully, but they still made me cry!   (HOW)

3. Pippin, Mrs Turtle’s cat, stealthily sneaks onto the counter top in the 

kitchen.  (HOW)

4. Pippin has been caught stealing food nearly every day. (WHEN) 

5. The loud thunder made the terrified dog scramble under the stairs. 

(WHERE)

AND

The loud thunder made the terrified dog scramble under the stairs.     

(WHY)

Challenge: place the adverbial at the front of the sentence and follow it with 

a comma:



Spelling, Punctuation and Grammar 01.07.20

Thanks to Twinkl for the 
resource.

Identify the adverbials in the following sentence:

1. Last week, Aragorn class won TTRS.

2. Carefully, I chopped the onions - but they still made me cry!  

3. Stealthily, Pippin - Mrs Turtle’s cat - sneaks onto the counter top in the 

kitchen. 

4. Nearly every day, Pippin has been caught stealing food. 

To change sentence 5, we need to re-arrange it:

1. Scrambling under the stairs, the terrified dog hid from the thunder.

Make up 4 sentences of your own and explain whether they are

describing HOW, WHEN, WHY, WHERE, 



Writing 01.07.20

Attached are three different games aimed 

at building up your vocabulary - a pairs 

game, a connections game and an order 

game. Complete the challenges in your 

book. Enjoy!



Maths
w/c -29.06.20



01.07.20



01.07.20



Mental Maths – 10 minutes

https://mathsframe.co.uk/en/resourc

es/resource/486/Y6-Arithmetic-

Practice

Play this game:

https://mathsframe.co.uk/en/resources/resource/486/Y6-Arithmetic-Practice


The Romans used letters to represent numbers too – but they had a system 

which is very different from modern counting and notation methods. They 

had no place value system and no zero – so representing big numbers 

became very difficult:

What number is this?

MCMLXXXVII

01.07.20 LO: use Roman Numerals.



The Romans used letters to represent numbers too – but they had a system 

which is very different from modern counting and notation methods. They 

had no place value system and no zero – so representing big numbers 

became very difficult:

What number is this?

MCMLXXXVII = 1987

01.07.20 LO: use Roman Numerals.



Remember:

I = 1 (one)

V = 5 (five)

X = 10 (ten)

L = 50 (fifty)

C = 100 (one hundred)

D = 500 (five hundred)

M = 1000 (one thousand)

A smaller value letter to the left of a larger one means subtract them.

IX = 10 – 1 = 9

A smaller value to the right of a larger means add them:

XI = 10 + 1 = 11

You cannot have more than three of the same symbol next to each other.

01.07.20 LO: use Roman Numerals.



01.07.20 LO: use Roman Numerals.

Task 1: Complete the 100 square.

Task 2: Complete the worksheet.

Challenge:

Convert these years into Roman 

Numerals:

A) 1215

B) 1066

C) 1945

D) 1989

Can you also figure out why these 

years are significant in history?



01.07.20 LO: use Roman Numerals.

Challenge:

Convert these years into Roman Numerals:

A) 1215 - The year the Magna Carta was signed - MCCXV

B) 1066 – The battle of Hastings - MLXVI

C) 1945 – WWII ended - MCMXLV

D) 1989 – Sir Tim Berners-Lee invented the internet - MCMLXXXIX


